
A tour in the agricultural farm - Professional delegations

Arrival, starting with coffee, tea and cold water.
Gathering in our visitor's center - An introduction to our activities in the farm, modern 
sustainable organic agriculture, drip irrigation, explanation of agro-techniques 
implementation to improve yields and an overall view of Green 2000 Ltd. projects 
worldwide.
A tour across our unique greenhouse which will demonstrate how modern sustainable 
organic agriculture looks in reality -Including different vegetables crops and growing 
methods.
A tour in our modern aquaculture production unit - including an overview on how the 
systems work and what it takes to grow edible fish in fresh water tanks.
In our nursery we will explain how a seed becomes a seedling - the practices of 
growing vegetable seedlings.
In our goat milk farm, we will provide an overview on growing and milking goats and 
the working methods concerning this kind of production unit.
A tour in our fruit-trees plantations and vineyard will include an introduction to 
different agro-techniques such as grafting, fertigation and acclimatizing hybrids to a 
specific area. 
In our free-range poultry we will discuss on this production unit in terms of efficiency, 
working methods and semi-automated feeding and eggs collection.
In our way back to the starting point we will see a demonstration of a small vegetable 
production unit, common in developing countries. We will talk about how sources can 
be reused, the use in organic waste in electricity production and more.

*Currently in construction we have a goat milk products processing plant. 

Price for a professional tour:
* Minimum 800 NIS up to 15 visitors
* Each additional visitor in the same group - additional 40 NIS
* The price does not includes VAT

 Visitors Center and
Agricultural Farm

Fruit-Trees Plantations   Free-Range Poultry Open-Field Crops

Greenhouse & Hydroponics  Intensive Indoor
Aquaculture Milking Goats

For further details:
Tal shani - Director of Visitor Center 

077-2010710 | 054-4866372 |  tal@green-ltd.com
Dror Dayan - Projects Manager

052-5111009 | dror@green-ltd.com  


